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Manchuria, Mongolian Steppe, Mainland China

Hongshan (c.5000-3000 BCE)
Lower Xiajiadian (c.2200-1600 BCE)
Upper Xiajiadian (c.1200-600 BCE)
Yangshao (c.5000-3000 BCE)
Longshan (c.3000-2200 BCE)
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The Tripolar East Asia

CHAPTER TWO

MANCHURIA, MONGOLIAN STEPPE, AND
MAINLAND CHINA
A TRIPOLAR EAST ASIA
The Chinese chroniclers called the Xiongnu of the Mongolian
steppe by the generic name of Hu, and classified the “barbarians” in
the east of the Greater Xing’an Range into two groups: the Eastern Hu
(Donghu) in the Liaoxi steppe of western Manchuria, and the Eastern
“Barbarians” (Dongyi) in central and eastern Manchuria. The Eastern
Hu of the Liaoxi steppe had maintained some elements of settled
agriculture, but they led a life rather like that of full-time nomads. The
Donghu included the Xianbei, Wuhuan and many other tribes, but on
most occasions implied the Xianbei people who had founded various
Yan kingdoms and Northern Wei. The Eastern “Barbarians” consisted
of the Yemaek Tungus of the central Manchurian plain and Korean
Peninsula, founders of Old Chosun, Puyeo, Koguryeo and Three Han,
and the Mohe-Nüzhen Tungus of the heavily forested eastern
Manchuria, descendants of the Sushen-Yilou and the ethnic ancestors
of the core Manchu, whose livelihood was extensive hunting and
gathering supplemented by patchy farming.
The greater Manchurian ethnohistorical sphere of the
Xianbei-Tungus, including the Korean Peninsula as an extension of
2.1. Comb-patterned (Chul-mun)

central Manchuria towards the sea, has formed one of the three major

pottery found at Am-sa-dong, Seoul

sub-regions of East Asia, sharing intimate histories with strong cultural
affinities. The proto-Altaic speech community of Xianbei-Tungus had
shared the Neolithic Hongshan culture, as well as the tradition of
incised pottery and the broad-bladed bronze dagger.
The Mongolian steppe has enough water to sustain some
vegetation and animal life. It was the home of Xiongnu, the ancestor of
the Turks, who led a rather difficult life of hunting, fishing, nomadic
stock-raising, and patchy farming in order to survive on those harsh,
wind-swept forests and steppes, frozen in winter and scorched for a
few weeks of summer. The occupation of the Xiongnu homeland by the
Xianbei people of western Manchuria first occurred in 93-180 as an
aftermath to the disintegration of Maodun’s empire; second in 402-552
by the Rourans, who were classified as the Donghu; and third by the
Shiwei-Mongols, a branch of the Yuwen-Xianbei, still extant today,

2.2 Pottery excavated at Xinle 新樂,
north of Shenyang

resulting in an ethnonymic unification of the entire “Mongolian” steppe
but blurring the ethnic and linguistic demarcation on the steppe.
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The Ancient Northern Mongoloid People

1. Wild Horse, Pastoral Nomadism, and Mounted Archers
OUT OF AFRICA

Modern human beings, called Homo sapiens, emerged in
Africa roughly 200,000 years ago. This new species of humans
began to disperse out of Africa some time between 60,000 and
85,000 years ago (across the strait of Bab el Mandeb at the
southern end of the Red Sea and possibly also across the Suez
Isthmus), completely replacing the archaic human beings called
Homo erectus (that had emerged about 2 million years ago and
dispersed out of Africa more than 1.8 million years ago).
Following the warm South Asian coastal route, Homo sapiens
moved into Australia about 50,000 years ago, into the Middle East
about 45,000 years ago, scattering further into southern Europe,
and into Central Asia about 40,000 years ago. From Central Asia,
they moved, in the west, into parts of northern Europe and, in
the east, into the Altai Mountains, the Baikal region, and the
Americas (about 15,000 years ago, across the Bering Strait, then a
land strip called Beringia).
On the East Asian continent, Homo erectus had
appeared over a million years ago during the Ice Age, and Homo
sapiens appeared sometime between 35,000-15,000 BCE. The
ancient northern Mongoloid populations who had first settled
around the Altai Mountains seem to have dispersed further across
the Transbaikalia (denoting the area immediately east of Lake
Baikal) and the Greater Xing’an Range to become the protoXianbei-Tungus in Manchuria. Until the end of the last ice age, in
c.10,000 BCE, Homo sapiens were predatory hunters and
gatherers in Old Stone Age culture. The Neolithic culture
characterized with agriculture, pottery, textiles, and villages began
to emerge sometime between 8000-7000 BCE.

2.3. Out of Africa: The Greatest Journey

WILD HORSE, SWEET APPLE, AND THE HEAVENLY MOUNTAINS

Some 40 million years ago, the Indian subcontinent,
which had detached from East Africa, crashed into the great
Asian land mass, driving up the Himalayas, the Pamirs, and then
the Tianshan mountain range, the last of the ripples. Most of
North America and northern Europe were scraped clean by ice
little more than 10,000 years ago, but the vast mass of the Indian
Ocean has kept the whole of the Tianshan (implying Heavenly

2.4. Tianshan, Altai, Lake Baikal, and
the Greater Xing’an Ranges
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Pastoral Nomadism with Saddle and Bit

1

See Barrie E. Juniper, “The Mysterious
Origin of the Sweet Apple,” American
Scientist, Vol. 95, Jan-Feb. 2007.

2.5. Tianshan: the Heavenly Mountains
2

According to Lamb (1995: 150), the

warmth of the most genial post-glacial
times came to an end in China between
about 1100 and 800 BCE, accompanied
by droughts. Huntington’s theory of
“climatic pulsation” (1907) proposes
changes in climate as the cause of
nomadic migrations, leading to
conquests. As a dry cycle progressed
and pastures dried up, nomads in

Mountains) valleys ice free through the constancy of warm
monsoons. By producing fertile soils watered by melting snows,
the Tianshan valleys (especially the northern slopes, the fruit
forests, where the summer’s heat was less fierce) became a refuge
for the sustained evolution of plants and animals, including the
tiny and bitter ancestors of the sweet apple, wild horse, bear, deer,
and wild pig that had migrated from North America over the land
bridge, Beringia.
Let’s take the tracing of the origin of the sweet apple.
Because apples pass through the jaws and guts of bears and wild
horses, the drivers of evolution, without dissolving the central
placenta that contains pips, larger and sweeter wild apples in larger
clusters won the battle of natural selection. The wild horses,
having likely developed a taste for the wild apples on the margins
of the fruit forests, ranged more widely than the bear in thick
forests before dropping its fecal load, and their sharp hooves
thrust seeds into the ground, planting the apple pips at every oasis
and grazing ground along the animal migration tracks. Some 7000
years ago, the horse and the donkey were domesticated in the
Kazakhstan steppe where a few truly wild horses still survive, and
in their guts the apple pip moved along the trade routes, in the
west, into the cooler lands of Fergana Valley in Uzbekistan where
the Neolithic agricultural revolution occurred, into the northern
edges of Persia (not, at first, into the steaming hot TigrisEuphrates valley), and eventually into Europe; and, in the east,
into Manchuria and North China.1

search of new pastures clashed with
other nomads and with settled peoples,
eventually erupting into aggressive
actions against sedentary neighbors.
See Lattimore (1961: 331). Toynbee
(1947: Vol. I-VI, 170) contended that:
“there is a rhythmic alternation between
periods of relative desiccation and
humidity … When desiccation reaches
a degree at which the Steppe can no
longer provide pasture for the quantity
of cattle with which the Nomads have
stocked it, the herdsmen … invade the
surrounding cultivated countries.”

PASTORAL NOMADISM WITH SADDLES AND BITS

The development of nomadic pastoralism must have
required the invention of some means to carry people and their
possessions around in search for green pasturage. Wheeled
transport by horses or oxen seems to have been invented between
1700 and 1200 BCE, and horse-riding technology seems to have
been perfected by 900 BCE.
A settlement of the fourth-third millennium BCE has
been excavated in northern Kazakhstan where 99% of all animal
remains belong to horses, indicating that those people had
specialized in horse breeding. Evidence of tooth wear caused by a
hard bit suggests that the horses were also ridden. According to
Di Cosmo (2002: 27), “the transition to actual pastoral nomadism
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as practiced by horseback riders was probably not completed until
the beginning of the first millennium BCE, and the first Scythian
mounted archers appear on the scene only in the tenth or ninth
century BCE.”
Fagan (2004: 201) states: the grassland steppe “acted
like a pump, sucking in nomadic peoples during periods of higher
rainfall, pushing them out to the margins and onto neighboring
lands when drought came. During the ninth century BCE, the
climate of the steppe suddenly became colder and drier. … The
Mongolian steppe appears to have been the first region affected.
… In the eighth century BCE, the drought on the steppe sent
nomads pouring into China. They were repulsed, setting in
motion a domino effect of population movements that brought
some horse-using nomads to the Danube Basin and the eastern
frontier of the Celtic world.” 2

“Mongolian” Appellation for Home of Xiongnu

2.6. Xiongnu-Turkish Empires
in Han and Early Tang Times

2. The Greater Mongolian Steppe
“MONGOLIAN” APPELLATION FOR THE HOME OF XIONGNU-TURKS

The Mongolian steppe was the home of Xiongnu (匈奴),
the ancestor of the Turks (突厥). The “Mongolian” appellation
for the area must have occurred after the migration of the
Mongol branch of the Shiwei from northern Manchuria after the
tenth century, but most likely after the unification of the area by
Chinggis Khan by the turn of the thirteenth century. The original
inhabitants of this area prior to the arrival of the Shiwei-Xianbei
from Manchuria may well be called Xiongnu-Turks.
The Mongolian plateau is the eastern half of the great
Eurasian steppes that extend from the borders of Manchuria to
the plains of Hungary in rolling plains of grass punctuated by
high mountains. The Zungarian Gate between the northern edge
of the Tianshan and the Tarbagatai Range is the lowest pass in all
of Central Asia that penetrates to the Kazakh Steppe through the
Alatau mountain range, running between Lake Alakol and Lake
Ebinur. The fault-lined valley was created by the strike-slip (lateral
sliding of blocks), and is forty-six miles long and about six miles
wide at its narrowest point. The Irtysh valley between the
Tarbagatai and the Altai is another gateway to the west, and the
Turco-Mongol horsemen from the banks of the Orkhon rode the

2.7. Zungarian-Tarim Basin

2.8. The Zungarian Gate (阿拉山口)
currently serves as railway corridor
between China and the west. The floor
of the valley lies at about 450m
elevation at its lowest, while the
surrounding peaks of the Alatau Range
reach about 3,000-4,500 meters.
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Xiongnu-Turks of the Mongolian Steppe

2.9. The Pamirs (translated as the Roof
of the World) have valleys surrounded
by mountains higher than 7000 meters,
and join the Tianshan along the Alay
Valley of Kyrgyzstan in the north, the
Hindu Kush in the south along the
Wakhan Corridor in Afghanistan, GilgitBaltistan of Pakistan, and the
Kulunshan of China to the east.
3

Barnes (1993: 154) notes that the

Mongolian plateau was environmentally
much richer during the recent thermal
optimum that persisted from 6000-2700
BCE, and hence supported agriculture,

entire distance, through Kazakstan and the Russian steppes, to
reach the Hungarian plains. For brave hearts, this Steppe
Turnpike, seldom spotlighted in the literary world, constituted the
free-flow avenue of swift mobility and conquest; the perilous and
yet much romanticized Silk Road down below the Heavenly
Mountains was mainly for traders and pilgrims.
The central part of the Mongolian plateau with its
abundant pastures is most fit for human settlement. The grazing
areas are the regions drained by the tributaries of Lake Baikal and
the Amur River as well as the slopes of the Altai Mountains. The
Selenge is a tributary of Lake Baikal, and the Orkhon is the main
tributary of the Selenge. The Altai area reaches 40° C with 18
hours of sunlight in summer. The foothills of the Altai form a
rolling plateau with excellent pastureland. The Baikal area involves
a transition between the Mongolian steppe and the Siberian forest.
The Mongolian steppes average 1500 meters in elevation, with hot
summers reaching 38° C and severe winters reaching - 42° C. The
Turkic steppes west of Balkhash lie at near sea level. The Gobi is
a dry steppe, dividing Inner and Outer Mongolia.3 Inner Mongolia
bordering the Ordos Plains (enclosed by the great loop of the
Yellow River), Damaqun Mountains, and western Manchuria had
also supported large numbers of nomads.

as evidenced by the presence of
potteries. The taiga-steppe boundary
through Asia east of the Urals ran much
th

to the north (along the 60 parallel) of
th

the present line (along the 56 parallel,
passing northern Lake Baikal). The last
phase of thermal optimum with warm
climate in higher latitudes began c.2000
BCE and ended by c.900 BCE.
4

The Tibetan society lived in small

groups with very weak leadership. In
cases of war, a temporary war leader
was selected, and went to war mostly
as infantry fighters. The Tibetan horses
were adjusted to mountains, and
inferior to the bigger horses of the
steppes. See Eberhard (1965: 115-8).

THE XIONGNU-TURKIC SOCIETY

The Turks were sheep-eaters, also raising cattle, goats
and yaks for food, clothing and shelter, camels for transport in the
most arid steppe, and horses for mobility. And yet, the XiongnuTurkic society was characterized by horse-breeding that required
more and broader organization than the Tibetan society that was
characterized by sheep-breeding. The seasonal migrations from
the mountains to the plains for pasture often covered hundreds of
miles, passing the territories belonging to other tribes, and
necessitating tribal leaders to be experienced in diplomacy and
military skills. There was a “leader-tribe” which had traditionally
supplied the leader of a tribal confederation. The inner-tribes
which joined the federation earlier had more privileges than the
outer-tribes who joined later or were forced to join. 4
The horse-riding technology of saddles and bits was
developed c.900 BCE. After 800 BCE, the horse-riding pastoral
people who were migrating with their grazing animals across the
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Eurasian steppes began to terrorize their sedentary neighbors. The
mounted nomads shooting arrows on horseback were known by
the Greeks as Scythians, and enter the Chinese historical record
during the late Warring States period under the generic names of
Hu and Xiongnu. According to Di Cosmo (1999: 886),
“equestrian pastoral peoples, who may be broadly defined as ‘early
nomads,’ were present in northern China and can be regarded as
cultural forerunners of the Xiongnu, the Huns, and the later
Turco-Mongol nomads.”

Appellations of Hu, Xiongnu and Turks

5

Watson (1961: 132)

史記 卷一百十 匈奴列傳 第五十
當時之時 秦晉爲彊國…秦穆公 [659
-621 BCE] 得…岐…之北有義渠 大…

之戎

而晉北有林胡…之戎 燕北有

東胡 山戎 各分散居谿谷 自有君長
往往而聚者百有餘戎 然莫能相一…
自是之後百有餘年…後百有餘年 趙
襄子 [475-425 BCE] 踰句注…而破幷
代以臨胡貉 其後旣與韓魏共滅智伯

THE APPELLATIONS OF HU, XIONGNU, AND TURKS IN CHRONICLES

分晉地而有之 則趙有代 句注之北

Watson (1961: 129), who has translated the Shiji into
English, begins the Xiongnu section with this [Sima Qian’s] note:
“From the time of the Three dynasties on, the Xiongnu have been
a source of constant worry and harm to China. The Han has
attempted to determine the Xiongnu’s periods of strength and
weakness so that it may adopt defensive measures or launch
punitive expeditions as the circumstances allow. Thus I made The
Account of the Xiongnu.”
The names Forest Hu (林胡) and Eastern Hu (Donghu
東胡) first appear in the reign of Duke Mu of Qin (秦穆公 r.659621 BCE), and the name Hu (胡) first appears together with Maek
(貉) in the reign of Duke Xiangzi of the Zhao family of Jin [晉
趙襄子 r.475-425 BCE]. Sima Qian tells us: “Thus at this time [of
Duke Mu]… north of Jin (晉) were the Forest Hu and the Loufan
Rong, while north of Yan (燕) lived the Eastern Hu and the
Mountain Rong (山戎). All of them were scattered about in their
own little valleys, each with their own chieftains. From time to
time they would have gatherings of a hundred or more men, but
no one tribe was capable of unifying the others under a single
rule. [Duke Xiangzi]…annexed the region of Dai (代), bringing
his state into contact with the Hu-Maek (胡貉) tribes. Shortly
afterwards he joined with the viscount of the Hann and Wei (韓
魏) families in … dividing up the state of Jin (晉) among the three
of them. Thus the Zhao family held the possession of Dai and
the lands north of Mt. …, while the Wei family held the provinces
of Hexi (Ordos)… bordering the lands of the Rong (戎).”5
The Forest Hu and the “Hu” appearing in the word
“Hu-Maek” during the period between 659-425 BCE may be
regarded as cultural forerunners of the Xiongnu. The Shiji records

魏有河西上郡 以與戎界邊…

2.10. Warring States period bamboo
pieces from a Chu area (郭店楚簡)
6

See Watson (1961: 132-3) and

Barnes (1993: 147).

史記 卷一百十 匈奴列傳 第五十
秦昭王時[306-251 BCE]…築長城以拒
胡 而趙武靈王 [r.325-299 BCE] 亦
變俗胡服 習騎射 北破林胡…築長城
…其後[311-279?]燕有賢將秦開..燕亦

築長城…而拒胡 當時之時冠帶戰國
七 而三國邊於匈奴 其後趙將李牧
時[c.244-236 BCE]匈奴不敢入趙邊
7

周書 卷五十 列傳第四十二 異域

突厥者 蓋匈奴之別種 姓阿史那氏..
與狼合 遂有孕…臣於茹茹 居金山

Hu Were Cultural Forerunners of Xiongnu

之陽 爲茹茹鐵工 金山形似兜鍪 其
俗謂兜鍪爲突厥
8

隋書卷八十四 列傳第四十九 北

狄 突厥之先 平凉雜胡也 姓阿史那
氏…後魏太武滅沮渠氏 阿史那以五
百家奔茹茹 世居金山 工於鐵作…
9

Beckwith (2009: 113), identifying the
Rourans with the Avars, quotes the

Zhoushu: “Around 546 … T’u-men …
asked the Avar khaghan Anagai [阿那

壞可汗 r.520-52] for a royal princess in
marriage. But Anagai insulted the
Turk. … [T’u-men] received a royal
marriage from the Western Wei [from
Yuwen Tai]. In 552 T’u-men attacked
the Avars … Anagai committed suicide.”
10

周書 卷五十 列傳第四十二 異域

突厥…阿史那子..其後曰土門…[大
統]十二年[546]...時鐵勒將伐茹茹 土
門率所部邀擊…盡降其衆五萬餘落..
乃求婚於茹茹

茹茹主阿那瓌[r.520-

52]大怒…爾是我鍛奴...魏廢帝[r.5514]元年

土門發兵擊茹茹…阿那瓌自

殺…土門遂自號伊利可汗 猶古之單
于也…土門死 子科羅立…號乙息記
可汗…羅立死 弟俟斤立 號木汗可
汗[r.553-72]…其地東自遼海以西 西
至西海萬里 南自沙漠以北 北至北
海五六千里 皆屬焉
11

周書 卷五十 列傳第四十二 異域

突厥…其俗被髮左衽…賤老貴壯…
猶古之匈奴…大官有葉護…及餘小
官凡二十八等 皆世爲之…侍衛之士
…夏言亦狼也 皆本狼生 志不忘舊
…父伯叔死者 子弟及姪等妻其後母
世叔母及嫂 唯尊者不得下淫 雖移
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that the King Zhao of Qin (r.306-251 BCE) constructed long
walls “as a defense against the Hu,” and that King Wuling of
Zhao (r.325-299 BCE) destroyed the Forest Hu in the north and
constructed long walls. Yan is also recorded to have built long
walls “as a defense against the Hu.” For the first time, the Shiji
then clearly mentions the “Xiongnu” twice in one paragraph: “by
this time [c.300 BCE] China, the land of caps and girdles, was
divided among seven states, three of which [Zhao, Yan, and Qin]
bordered the territory of the Xiongnu. Later, while the Zhao
general Li Mu (李牧) was living (around 234 BCE), the Xiongnu
did not dare to cross the border of Zhao.” 6
“Xiongnu” begins to reappear in the episodes (between
215-209 BCE) related with Meng Tain (蒙恬) and Maodun’s
(r.209-174 BCE) father Touman (匈奴單于 頭曼 d.209 BCE), and
then is recorded all over the Shiji with rapidly increasing frequency
and importance thereafter. Sima Qian (145-86 BCE) began the
task of finishing the Shiji in 109 BCE that had been commenced
by his father (Sima Tan 司馬談 d.210 BCE), and was able to
finish writing the entire Shiji on bamboo pieces (that can
accommodate about 30 letters each) by 90 or 89 BCE before the
death of Han Wudi (r.140-87 BCE). Paper has been traced in
China about two hundred years thereafter circa 105 CE.
The Zhoushu, compiled in 618-28 CE, states that the
Turks (兜鍪 Tu-jue/Türk/Türük, implying war helmet) with the
Asana (阿史那) surname was a variety of the Xiongnu. Occupying
the southern slope of the Altai Mountains, they had at first served
the Rourans (蠕蠕/柔然/茹茹) as iron smith (鐵工/工於鐵作/鍛
奴).7 The Rourans were the descendants of the Donghu of
western Manchuria who were able to found a nomadic empire
after having been chased out by the Tuoba-Xianbei into the
Mongolian steppe in the 390s. According to the Suishu, when Tai
Wudi (r.423-52) of Tuoba Wei conquered the Northern Liang of
Juqu-Xiongnu in 439, the Asana tribe fled north to be placed
under the protection of the Ruoran Empire (402-552). 8
Under the leadership of T’u-men (土門), the AsanaTurks conquered 50,000 tents of Tiele (鐵勒) tribes in 546. T’umen routed the Rourans in January 552, and then proclaimed
himself Ilig Khaghan (r.552-3).9 T’u-men’s second son, Muqan
Khaghan (俟斤/木汗可汗r.553-72), unified the Mongolian steppe
and established a vast (Eastern) Turkish empire. 10
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According to the Zhoushu, the official hierarchy and
positions (from Yabghu 葉護 down to the petty officers) in the
Turkic society were hereditary. The Turks had their hair disheveled
(被髮), and believed that their founding ancestor was half wolf.
Every year in May, they conducted sacrificial rites for the Heaven
and Earth. Similar to the tradition of old Xiongnu, they
worshiped the shamans and deities. A junior member of the
family took over as wife the stepmother and the wife of a
deceased uncle or elder brother, presumably to prevent leakage of
family wealth to the clans of those widows that had already
acquired dowry payments. An elder person, however, did not take
a younger woman in his family as wife; this would be reckoned as
an unjustifiable sexual misconduct (不得下淫).11

The Turks Were a Variety of the Xiongnu

徙無常 而各有地分…拜祭天神…有
高山...夏言地神也
隋書卷八十四 列傳第四十九 北狄
突厥之先…五月中 多殺羊馬以祭天
…敬鬼神 信巫覡…大抵與匈奴同俗
舊唐書 卷一百九十四下 列傳第一
百四十四 突厥下 西突厥本與北突
厥同祖…其官有...等官 皆代襲其位

3. Hongshan Culture and the Altaic Speech Community of
Xianbei-Tungus People
THE PROTO-XIANBEI-TUNGUS IN MANCHURIA

Manchuria is separated from the Mongolian plateau by
the 700-miles-long (and maximally 1900 meters high) Greater
Xing’an Range.12 The northern Mongoloid populations, passing
the regions north of the Tianshan mountains, had settled around
the Mongolian steppe across the Great Altai, and some of them
dispersed further across the Greater Xing’an Range (through its
gently sloping section and/or following the waterways connecting
the Kerulen-Argun, Onon-Shilka, Amur, and Nen Rivers) to
become the proto-Xianbei-Tungus in Manchuria. An early
offshoot of them tracked a warmer and moister climate down
through the Korean Peninsula, becoming rice-cultivating farmers.
The Korean Peninsula is an extension of central Manchuria
towards the sea, and has been closely connected with Manchuria
not only as a physical reality but also as an ethnohistorical entity.
The greater Manchurian ethnohistorical sphere of the
Xianbei-Tungus that includes the Korean Peninsula has formed
one of the three major sub-regions of East Asia, sharing intimate
histories with strong cultural affinities. The proto-Altaic speech
(or non-Tibeto-Chinese speech) community of Xianbei-Tungus
had shared the Neolithic Hongshan culture, as well as the
tradition of incised pottery and the broad-bladed bronze dagger.

2.11. Barnes (1993: 107, 109 & 160)
12

The Greater Xing’an Range, which

varies in width from 500 km in the
heavily forested north to 80 km in the
brush-grass south, consists of
dissected mountains and sharp ridges
punctuated by broad swampy valleys.
The Mongolian plateau averages 1,0002,000 meters in elevation, and hence
the Greater Xing’an Range rises from
300 to 900 meters above the plateau
floor. The central Manchurian plain
averages 500-700 meters above sea
level, and hence the mountains loom at
greater heights. Glantz (2003a: 55)
notes that “in 1945 the two most
important passes contained the railroad
lines from Yakoshih to Pokotu and from
Halung-Arshaan to Solun … and,
elsewhere, numerous pack and cart
trails traversed the mountain range.”

Hongshan Culture of Comb-Patterned Pottery

13
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See Guo (1995a: 25) and Yang

(1999: 78). Hongshan (紅山) culture is
dated c.3000-2500 BCE by Chang
(1999: 48), and c.4000-3000 BCE by
Guo (1995a: 42). Yang (1999: 81),
however, quotes the works by Yang Hu
reporting that the calibrated carbon-14
data date the Hongshan culture to
between 4710-2920 BCE.

2.12. Hongshan Pottery

HONGSHAN CULTURE OF COMB-PATTERNED POTTERY

The Neolithic Hongshan culture was discovered by the
Japanese archeologists in 1935 at the Hongshanhou (literally “the
rear area of the red mountain”) of the Chifeng (赤峯) city. The
Hongshan culture is roughly dated c.5000-3000 BCE, being
contemporaneous with the Yangshao (仰韶) culture. The northern
boundary of the Hongshan culture reaches beyond the Xilamulun
(西拉木倫) River, extending into the Mongolian plateau. The
eastern boundary is close to the lower reaches of the Liao River,
the southern boundary extends to the coast of Bohai Bay, and the
western section goes beyond the Yan Mountains to northern
Hebei province. Typical sites are found most often in the Liaoxi
steppe of western Manchuria along the Laoha River (老哈河),
along the valley of the Yingjin (英金) River in a Chifeng suburb,
and along the valley of Xilamulun River. It was the product of
people ethnically different from the populations of the Yangshao
complex around the central Yellow and Wei River valleys, and the
Longshan complex at the Lower Yellow River basin. 13
From the Hongshan complex, chipped and unpolished
stone tools, microlithic pieces, polished implements, jade animal
carvings, small copper rings, painted cylinders, and various ritual
artifacts including (non-stylized and rather realistic) clay female
figurines (of the entire body) were recovered. The abundance of
wild and domestic animal bones recovered from Hongshan sites
suggests both plow agriculture (such as millet-growing) and cattle,
including sheep and pigs. Also excavated are red or grey pottery
with sand temper (decorated with impressed Z patterns, comb
patterns, and incised designs) finished on the potter’s wheel,
painted pottery, pottery kilns, millet-reaping knives made of shell,
pit-buildings (sunken houses built half underground) with internal
storage pits and hearths, and public architecture for community
rituals and religious ceremonies, suggesting a complex society with
social status differentiation.
Evidence of millet-growing found at the Liaodong area
is dated c.5000 BCE, and that found in the Korean Peninsula is
dated c.4000 BCE. The comb-patterned Chul-mun pottery of the
Korean Peninsula was more similar to the textured pottery
tradition around the Hongshan complex, Liaoxi, and Laiodong
than to the Neolithic tradition of mainland China.14 The Neolithic
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period of Korea proper (i.e., central Manchuria and the Korean
Peninsula), characterized by ground-polished stone implements
and comb-patterned Chul-mun (櫛紋) pottery, began c.8000 BCE.15
Comb-patterned pottery was a part of Asia’s northern cultural
tradition.16 Six kilns (each one consisting of a pottery chamber,
fire channel, and fire pit) have been found at Hongshan sites.
These kilns are more advanced than the single-room kilns
discovered at the Yangshao sites. 17

Early Bronze Age Lower Xiajiadian Culture

14

See Barnes (1993: 109) and Di

Cosmo (2002: 49).

TRACING THE YAN CULTURE TO THE HONGSHAN CULTURE

The early Bronze Age Lower Xiajiadian culture (夏家店
下層) was a local development, an outgrowth of the Hongshan
culture. Shelach (2009: 19) dates it c.2200-1600 BCE. There is a
clear continuity from the Hongshan culture to the Lower
Xiajiadian culture that still used pottery (produced on a fast wheel)
decorated with cord marks and incised patterns, but began to
produce small bronze objects such as earrings, rings, knives, and
handles.18 Lower Xiajiadian people raised stock and hunted deer to
supplement their millet production.
The nature of Dongbei Neolithic sites is different from
those along the Yellow River, but similar to the earliest (incised
and impressed) pottery-bearing sites in Hebei province where the
early Yan was located. 19 Shelach (2009: 18) calls, “for convenient
purposes,” the “areas east of the bend of the Yellow River
(Ordos) and north of Taiyuan-Beijing line,” as “Chifeng region.”
The Zhou (1046-771-256 BCE) period Yan (c.1045-222 BCE) was
very much isolated from the center of Zhou politics. The material
culture of its local populace was derived from the preceding
Hongshan and Lower Xiajiadian cultures, and it developed its own
regional culture and political interests. 20
According to Guo (1995b: 179), a branch of the Lower
Xiajiadian culture moved south and originated the Shang culture,
“while another remained in the same place for a long time, and
became the antecedent of Yan.” Guo states that “it might be close
to the original historical events if we consider Lower Xiajiadian
culture as Pre-Yan culture,” and traces the culture of Old Yan
ultimately to the Hongshan culture. Guo (ibid: 178) contends that
there is a transitional relationship between the Lower Xiajiadian
culture and the Yan culture: “For instance, the animal mask (獸面)
designs on the painted pottery of Lower Xiajiadian, which

2.13. Hongshan terracotta head from
Niuheliang, Jianping, Liaoning
15

See Choi (2006: 25, 26, 29). Nelson

(1993: 59, 108) dates the Chul-mun
pottery in Korean Peninsula from 60002000 BCE. Xu (1995: 66, 79) sees the
Chul-mun pottery as closely related to
the incised jars of Liaodong. Barnes
(1993: 109) states: “Fuhe, Hongshan
and Xinle shared a textured-pottery
tradition more similar to the incised
Chul-mun…than the Neolithic cultures
of China Mainland.”
16

According to Nelson (1995: 10),

“closely related pottery is found
throughout northeastern Asia, including
coastal Siberia, Korea, and Japan,” and
“it differs in construction and decorative
techniques from pottery … in China.”
17

See Guo (1995a: 30-32).

18

See Nelson (1995: 148-154, 160-1).

Di Cosmo (1999: 897) dates the Lower
Xiajiadian culture c.2000-1300 BCE.
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Tracing Yan Culture to Hongshan Culture

19

20

See Nelson (1995: 10).

See Barnes (1993: 135-6).

appeared earlier and were well developed, are one of the
antecedents of taotie [饕餐紋 monster mask] designs in the Shang
dynasty, and taotie designs continued in Yan until the end of the
Warring States period.”
Guo (1995b: 178) emphasizes the fact that the characters
for “Yan” already existed in the inscriptions on oracle bones
excavated at the Lower Xiajiadian sites, and contends that the
proto-Yan had existed in the Shang period and the cultural
traditions of Lower Xiajiadian “were still kept in the Yan State
culture of Western Zhou [1046-771 BCE].”
NOMADISM COINCIDES WITH BRONZE-AGE UPPER XIAJIADIAN

2.14. (top) Hongshan terra-cotta torso
of a pregnant woman from Kazuo;
(bottom) jade animal mask from
Niuheliang. Liaoning Provincial Institute
of Archeology, Shenyang
21

Di Cosmo (1999: 900) dates Upper
Xiajiadian culture c.1100-300 BCE.

22

Nelson (1993: 113-6); Barnes (1993:
160-1, 175-7); Di Cosmo (2002: 62).
23

24

See Nelson (1993: 113-6, 158).

Large scale copper ore mines dated

to the Upper Xiajiadian period, together
with seven pieces of casting molds,

The Lower Xiajiadian culture was followed after a pause
by the Upper Xiajiadian culture with some continuity between
them. It is dated approximately 1200-600 BCE by Shelach (2009:
19). 21 The Upper Xiajiadian was still a sedentary society. The
houses were round and semi-subterranean, not different from
those of the Lower Xiajiadian. According to Shelach (2009: 21),
although “the shapes of…vessels still reflect a clear continuity
from the Lower Xiajiadian period, … cord marks and incised
decorations typical of the Lower Xiajiadian period are rarely
found on Upper Xiajiadian vessels.” Unlike the Lower Xiajiadian,
the Upper Xiajiadian culture used undecorated, plain red pottery
that perhaps reflected the influence of the plain Mumun (無紋)
pottery users along both banks of the Liao River.22 The plain
Mumun pottery had begun to appear in Korea proper c.2000 BCE,
designating the late Neolithic and early Bronze Age. The plain
pottery from many sites in Liaoning, Heilongjiang, and other
Manchurian sites is similar to the Mu-mun pottery from the
Korean Peninsula.23
Thousands of bronze artifacts have been excavated from
the Upper Xiajiadian period graves. 24 Shelach (2009: 30) states:
“The consistent style of the artifacts and their similar decorations
clearly distinguish them from… artifacts of the contemporaneous
late Shang and early Zhou states. However, they bear a
resemblance to artifacts found in the steppe zone further to the
northwest, displaying a clear departure from the less distinguished
artifacts of previous periods.” The Upper Xiajiadian culture,
located in the area of former Hongshan culture (which had the
merest hint of bronze), shared a distinctive bronze repertoire with
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the nomads (such as animal motifs of Scythian affinities),
suggesting cultural contacts across the Eurasian steppes. 25
Nomadism with saddles and bits emerged in the early
first millennium BCE in the Altai and Tianshan regions, beginning
the so-called Altaic-Scythian era. The early nomadic cultures of
the Scytho-Siberian peoples are identified by the presence of
weapons of bronze and iron, horse gear, and artwork in animalstyle motifs found in funerary inventories, gold and jewelry
acquiring greater relevance after the sixth century BCE. According
to Barnes (1993: 157-8), the bronze artifact depicting “a mounted
horseman and running rabbit,” excavated at an Upper Xiajiadian
site, “is the first evidence for horse-riding in East Asia,” though
mounted warfare was “not documented until 484 BCE.” 26 The
nomadism which had developed about this time accounts for the
marked differentiation that developed between Lower Xiajiadian
and Upper Xiajiadian.

Nomadism and Bronze Age Upper Xiajiadian

were found in the Chifeng region.
Thousands of bronze knives, daggers,
arrowheads, axes, vessels, tools, horse
fittings, and chariot gears were
excavated. See Shelach (1999: 160-1)
and (2009: 31-2).

DISPERSION OF UPPER XIAJIADIAN CULTURE

The large number of bronze arrowheads, daggers, axes,
spearheads, shields, and helmets found in Upper Xiajiadian burial
sites suggests that a military aristocracy established itself as the
dominant class over a mixed population, and these martial people
could have favored the broad distribution of their culture. 27 The
Upper Xiajiadian geographical range extended north to the
Xilamulun River basin, up to the eastern side of the Greater
Xing’an Range; south to the Luan River, Yan Mountains, and
Qilaotu Mountains; east to the Liao River basin; and west to the
Zhaowudameng in Inner Mongolia. Barnes (1993: 153) believes
that “the Upper Xiajiadian [bronze] tradition reached down into
the Korean Peninsula, giving rise to the Korean Bronze Age.”
Bronze is found in the Dongbei at a relatively early stage,
and there is no reason to believe that bronze, especially in Liaoxi,
is derived from the Zhongyuan (中原). Nelson (1995: 252) states
that “the notion that the Dongbei is just a pale and barbarian
reflection of central China is erroneous,” and “they are not
inferior in any way except for the lack of writing.” The similarities
in the burial stones, pottery types, and bronze objects link
Manchuria to Transbaikalia, and hence, Di Cosmo (2002: 67)
notes, the “picture of the transition from the Lower to the Upper
Xiajiadian is destined to remain incomplete until the link between

2.15. Lower Xiajiadian Pottery
“Ding (food containers) are mostly in
the shape of a deep bowl, with a big flat
base and three legs. … The whole body
is decorated with cord marks and
incised patterns.” Nelson (1995: 153-5)
25

See Barnes (1993: 153).

26

See also Di Cosmo (2002: 64).

27

Di Cosmo (2002: 62, 65)

28

Nelson (1995: 198-9)

29

See Barnes (1993: 162) and Nelson

(1993: 133).
30

See Janhunen (1996: 183-4).
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Bronze Dagger Cast Separately from Hilt

十九 夫燕亦勃碣之閒… 北鄰烏桓夫
餘 東綰穢貉[貊]朝鮮…之利

Upper Xiajiadian and the Mongolian and Transbaikalian regions
…is fully explored.”

六家詩名物疏 卷五十一 貊者東夷
之種 分居於北...貊在東北方 三韓

BLADE OF BRONZE DAGGER CAST SEPARATELY FROM THE HILT

之屬 皆貊類也

Until c.1300 BCE, the hilt and the blade of bronze
daggers in the Liaoxi and Liaodong regions were not separately
cast.28 The Upper Xiajiadian culture, however, possessed broadbladed bronze daggers which, unlike the Han Chinese daggers,
had their blade cast separately from their hilt. The broad-bladed
bronze daggers in Korea proper also had their blade cast
separately from their hilt, and eventually transformed into slender
daggers that continued in use until the introduction of iron.29
Shelach (2009: 33) states: the artifacts “used throughout
the Northern Zone, while presenting some local attributes, are all
closely affiliated and can all be seen as belonging to a single
tradition. Such homogeneity suggests the development of an
interaction network among the societies of the Northern Zone.”

廣開土王碑文 …新來韓穢…如敎令
取韓穢二百卄家
三國志 卷三十 魏書三十 烏丸鮮卑
東夷傳 第三十 夫餘...於東夷地域…
蓋本濊貊之地 ... 高句麗在遼東之東
千里 南與朝鮮濊貊…言語諸事多與
夫 餘 同…東濊皆屬焉… 句 麗 別種依
小水作國 因名之爲小水貊 出…貊
弓…韓在帶方之南… 桓靈之末 韓濊
彊盛 郡縣不能制 民多流入韓國 …
興兵伐 韓濊…是後倭韓遂屬帶方
挹婁傳 在夫餘東北千餘里 … 古之肅
愼氏之國也
金史 卷一 世紀 金之先 出靺鞨氏

ETHNOHISTORICAL SPHERE OF THE XIANBEI-TUNGUS

靺鞨本號勿吉 古肅愼地也

The Chinese chroniclers called the Xiongnu of the
Mongolian steppe by the generic name of Hu, and classified the
“barbarians” in the east of Greater Xing’an Range into two
groups: the Eastern Hu (Donghu) in the Liaoxi steppe of western
Manchuria, and the Eastern “Barbarians” (Dongyi) in central and
eastern Manchuria. The Donghu included the Xianbei, Wuhuan
and many other tribes, but on most occasions implied the Xianbei
people who had founded various Yan kingdoms and Northern
Wei. The Wuhuan flourished during the Three Kingdoms period
(220-65), but then disappeared from history. The Eastern
“Barbarians” consisted of the Yemaek (Weimo) Tungus, founders
of Old Chosun, Puyeo, Koguryeo and Three Han, and the MoheNüzhen Tungus, descendants of the Sushen-Yilou and the ethnic
ancestors of the core Manchu.30

2.16. The Liaoxi steppe surrounded by
the Greater Xing’an Range and QilaotuNulu’erhu-Horqin mountains, and the
narrow pass of Shanhaiguan
31

Janhunen (1996: 5) even contends

that: “the core of Western Manchuria
consists of a grassland known as the
Hulun Buir… Steppe” [in the Amur

THE DONGHU-XIANBEI OF WESTERN MANCHURIAN STEPPE

Extending from the Xilamulun and Laoha basins to the
West Liao River basin lies the Liaoxi steppe, surrounded by the
slopes of the Greater Xing’an Range in the west and the QilaotuNulu’erhu-Horqin Mountains in the south. The Liaoxi steppe in
western Manchuria was the home of Donghu-Xianbei. Between
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the Nulu’erhu Mountain and Gulf of Parhae (Bohai) lies the
Liaoxi Corridor, rising gradually northwestward to the Mongolian
plateau, sharing with Inner Mongolia the escarpment barrier on
the south facing mainland China, but linking the Liao River basin
to North China by a narrow coastal corridor running between the
high ground of Dushan and Songling on the one side and the
Gulf of Parhae on the other. As was often done by the Xianbei
tribes, Manchuria could easily be cut off from mainland China at
the narrow pass of Shanhaiguan, where the Great Wall comes to
the sea. Lattimore (1932: 7) notes that “the commonest vernacular
term for Manchuria” was “Dong Kou Wai (東口外) which means
Outside the Eastern Pass at Shanhaiguan.”
In the west and also north of the Liaoxi steppe, the
Greater Xing’an Range gives open, easily traversed hills into the
Mongolian plateau, and any east-west distinction becomes vague.31
According to the Jiu Tangshu, the Mongol tribe was a branch of
Shiwei in north-western Manchuria that, according to the Beishi,
were a branch of the Qidan, the descendants of Yuwen-Xianbei.32
Hence the Mongols may well be called Mongol-Xianbei. The
language of Donghu is classified as the Mongolic branch of the
Altaic language. The Xianbei and their descendants, the Qidan, are
included in these proto-Mongol peoples.33
The Xianbei in the Liaoxi steppe had maintained some
elements of settled agriculture, but they were the wolves of the
steppe, leading a life rather like that of full-time nomads. The
Xianbei did not sacrifice pork to their gods as did their eastern
Tungus neighbors, nor was the camel as prominent in their ritual
as in that of their western Turkic neighbors.34 The Xianbei had
sheep and horses, but cattle were their specialty, and their society
was characterized by cattle-breeding. Cattle feed on hard grasses
and thorns (in poor steppes with few trees), which horses cannot
eat, and give a higher output of milk and meat per acre of pasture.
Cattle are unfit for steep mountains and wet regions with much
snow since they cannot dig out hidden grasses as do horses and
sheep. If cattle are supplemented by camels, great loads including
the heavy yurt (the dome-shaped tent mounted on a cart) can
easily be transported with more economy of power than transport
by horses. Unlike the Xiongnu-Turks, each tribe was equal to any
other tribe and, furthermore, the son of the old leader was not
automatically recognized as the new leader.35

Donghu-Xianbei of Western Manchuria

source region, west of the Greater
Xing’an Range, that includes the HulunBuir lakes and the Shilka which merges
with the Argun to form the Amur River.].

2.17. The Soviet Offensive in 1945
On August 9-11, 1945, a 350,000-man
Trans-Baikal Soviet Army, the modern
vehicular and armored forces, swiftly
penetrated the Greater Xing’an Range
to the interior of Manchuria along the 4
major routes of advance: (1) ManzhouliHailar-Yakoshih-passes-ZalatunQiqihar; (2) Tamsagbulag-passesArxan-Wuchagou-Solon-Ulanhot; (3)
Tamsagbulag-Khorokhon Pass-LubeiTongliao; and (4) Lake Tabun-passesDaban-Chifeng. See Glantz (2003a,b).
32

Janhunen (1996: 183-4) states that

“the Xiongnu …may have been
ancestral to the mediaeval Turks of
Mongolia, while the Eastern Hu
apparently contained the ancestors of
the historical Qidan and Mongols.”
Janhunen notes that “the ancient
ethnonym Xianbei is often claimed to
be linked, through the ethnonym
Shiwei, with the modern name of the
Sibe Manchu.” The Sibe figure as a
separate minority nationality, distinct
from the Manchu, in the ethnic statistics
of the People’s Republic of China.
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Yemaek Tungus of Central Manchuria

十 烏桓者 本東胡也…鮮卑者亦東
胡之支也…其言語習俗與烏桓同
33

See Grousset (1970: 193).

THE YEMAEK TUNGUS OF CENTRAL MANCHURIAN PLAIN

The Nen (Nonni) valley extends northward between the
mountain arc rendered by the “swinging round” Greater and
Lesser Xing’an Ranges, and is cut off by a narrow divide from the
Amur basin that lies outside the round mountain arc. The distance
between the Middle Amur and Upper Nenjiang is less than 80 km.
The Nen River forces the Songhua to turn abruptly east to flow
into the Amur. The area where the middle Songhua River and the
Nen River come together is (though handicapped by lighter
rainfall, shorter growing season, and longer winter) highly fertile
agricultural land, and a continuation of the Liao region (that has a
climate identical to that of North China), because the drainages
are separated by only low hills. The entire area constitutes the
great Dongbei Plain. The central Manchurian plain around the
Songhua and Liao River basins as well as the mountainous areas
around Hun, Yalu and Tae-dong rivers were the home of the
Yemaek Tungus, including the people of Old Chosun, Puyeo, and
Koguryeo, whose life involved millet farming and livestock
breeding, with hunting and river fishing serving as additional
means of subsistence. The southern Korean Peninsula was the
home of rice-cultivating Yemaek cousins who had established
ancient political entities that were collectively called Chin, Han, or
Three Hans in the Chinese dynastic chronicles. In ethnohistorical
context, the ancient home of the entire Yemaek Tungus, i.e., the
central Manchurian basin and the Korean Peninsula, may be
defined as “Korea proper,” or simply “Central Manchuria.”
THE MOHE-NÜZHEN TUNGUS OF EASTERN MANCHURIAN FOREST

2.18. Comparison between the painted
decoration on Lower Xiajiadian vessels
(top) and the taotie (饕餐紋) motif
decoration of Middle-Shang bronze
vessels (bottom). Shelach (1999: 211)
quoting Liu and Xu (1989: 227-34).

The heavily forested region of eastern Manchuria,
flanked with the 700-mile-long Sikhote-Alin Range rising almost
directly from the sea, extends from the Lesser Xing’an Ranges
down to the Long-White (Changbai) Mountain area. The Mudan
River is a southern tributary of the Lower Songhua and the Ussuri
River is a tributary of the Middle Amur, rising on the
southwestern slopes of the Sikhote-Alin Mountains. There is a
passage between Sikhote-Alin and the Long White Mountains that
opens a route from the Lake Khanka basin towards the sea. The
forest region in eastern Manchuria was the home of the MoheNüzhen Tungus, the forest tigers leading a rugged life rather like
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that of woodsmen, who made a living with extensive hunting (in a
long winter) and gathering supplemented by patchy farming.
The so-called Eastern “Barbarians” (Dongyi) of central
and eastern Manchuria were pig-eaters. This fact, according to
Janhunen (1996: 221), “has given rise to the widespread, though
linguistically untenable, ‘etymology’ explaining the ethnonym
Tungus as a distortion of the Turkic word for ‘pig’ (tonguz).” The
language of all Eastern “Barbarians” may be classified as a MacroTungusic branch of the Altaic language.
Culturally and linguistically, the western Manchuria that
produced the Murong-Xianbei Yan (349-408), Tuoba-Xianbei Wei
(386-534), and Qidan-Xianbei Liao (916-1125) dynasties is
regarded as “Xianbei” Mongolic, while the eastern Manchuria that
produced the Nüzhen Jin and Manchu Qing dynasties is regarded
as “Mohe-Nüzhen” Tungusic. I regard the central Manchuria that
produced Puyeo, Chosun and Koguryeo as “Yemaek” Tungusic. I
also regard the Three Han people of the southern peninsula as an
early offshoot of the Yemaek Tungus.

Mohe-Nüzhen Tungus of Eastern Manchuria

34

See Wittfogel and Fêng (1949: 21).

35

See Eberhard (1965: 116).

4. Yangshao Culture and the Tibeto-Chinese Speech
Community of Huaxia People
MAINLAND CHINA

The lower Yellow River basin produces wheat and millet
on the self-fertilizing loess (the wind-driven yellow earth), and is
separated from Mongolian Plateau by the Damaqun Mountains
(大馬群山). The great Taihang range runs north and south and
divides the alluvial plain of the Yellow River from the piedmont
regions to the west of it. Following the Yellow River to the west
of Zhengzhou, a long mouse-hole shaped corridor surrounded by
high mountains begins to unfold. Passing Luoyang and also the
point at which the Yellow River turns sharply northward (to make
a horseshoe-bend through the Ordos steppe), there appears the
Guanzhong plain that surrounds Chang’an (modern Xi’an) on the
east, south, and west sides, marked by the Wei River to the north
and the Tong’guan Pass to the east. The 170-miles-long and 40miles-wide Wei River valley extends from modern Baoji, where the
Wei river emerges from the mountains, to Tong’guan, where the
river flows into the Yellow River.36 This safe retreat blessed with

2.19. Mainland China: (top) Northern
Frontier; (bottom) Guanzhong (關中)
in the west of Tong’guan Pass (潼關)
36

About 100 miles west of Luoyang,

two mountain ranges converge,
providing one principal pass from the
eastern plain into the Guanzhong area
(關中 “the land within the passes”) that
is a high-lying plain watered by the Wei

Tibeto-Chinese Speech Community of Huaxia

River and its tributaries, surrounded on
three sides by mountains. This fertile
land was the most impregnable refuge,
and the seat of many Han Chinese
dynasties. Dien (1990: 333-5) writes:
“The southern limit of the Wei River
Valley is the Qin Ling … The height of
these mountains…provided the Wei
River Valley with reliable protection
from attack from the south. … The
Liupan mountain range which runs
north to south, reaching over 9,000 feet
at places, divides Guanzhong and the
Lanzhou Basin through which trade
routes extend westward….From the
Wei River Valley floor, which has an
altitude of 1,000 to 1,300 feet, there is a
gradual rise to the North Shaanxi
Plateau, which has an average
elevation of 2,600 to 3,300 feet. The
plateau extends northward to merge
with the Ordos Desert; the Great Wall
may serve to separate it from the
desert. The plateau is heavily eroded
by streams flowing into the Yellow River
…over the interminable ridges and
gullies which dissect the terrain.”

史記 卷一百二十九 貨殖列傳 第六
十九 關中自汧雍以東至河華 膏壤
沃野千里 自虞夏之貢以爲上田…文
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natural barriers for defense had accommodated the capitals of
Western Zhou, Qin, Former Han, Sui, and Tang dynasties.37
The arid Gansu Corridor is a depression less than 80
kilometers wide and over 960 kilometers long, dotted with oases
drawing water from the Qilian’shan Range and linking Lanzhou
and Jiayuguan behind the Great Wall. The Gansu corridor opens
the way to Central and West Asia, passing the Jade Gate (Yumen),
Dunhuang, Tarim Basin, and Pamir. The Tarim Basin includes an
utterly arid desert, the Taklamakan, at its center, surrounded by a
string of oases at its edges. For the Han Chinese, the treacherous
Silk Road constituted the primary avenue of communication to
the west, the alternative to the Steppe Turnpike in the north.
The Yangzi River basin marks the beginning of the
double-cropping wet rice land where the nomad cavalry unfamiliar
with naval warfare on waterways got stuck in the mud. The Yangzi
valley had been more sparsely settled than the Yellow River Plain.
Arable lands south of the Yangzi lay along the valleys of its
tributaries, and each valley was separated from the next by high
mountain ranges. Even in Sui-Tang times, settlement by the seminative and émigré Han Chinese in South China was not so
extensive, and most of the valley land and all of the upland were
still in the hands of aborigines.
In mainland China, Homo sapiens commenced the Late
Paleolithic period less than 40,000 years ago, replacing the Early
Paleolithic hunter-fisher-gatherers called Homo erectus (including
the Beijing Man who used fire to illuminate their caves). The
Late Paleolithic period evolved into the Neolithic c.10,000 BCE,
beginning agriculture c.8000 BCE. While the humans in the
Middle East started growing wheat and barley, those in northern
China started farming millet and wheat, and those in southern
China, rice.

王作豊 武王治鎬…獻公徙櫟邑 櫟
邑北卻戎翟…昭治咸陽 因以漢都
Watson (1961: 440-1) translates the
Money-Makers in the Shiji: “The area
within the Pass, from the Qian and
Yong rivers east to the Yellow River and
Mt. Hua, is a region of rich and fertile
fields stretching 1,000 li…. Later the

NEOLITHIC YANGSHAO-LONGSHAN CULTURE: THE LEGENDARY AGE

The neolithic Yangshao villages with the culture of
painted geometric-design pottery, large assembly hall, and neatly
planned cemetery emerged on loess terraces in the Gansu,
Shaanxi, and northwest Henan provinces along numerous
tributaries of the Wei River c.5000 BCE, and lasted some 2000
years.38 The Yangshao culture could have come through the
Gansu corridor, spreading from West Asia across the steppes and
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mountains of Central Asia.
There followed the Longshan “culture of black pottery”
possessing solidly built dwellings in walled towns at the lower
reaches of the Yellow River in the east c.3000-2200 BCE.39 The
tradition of painted pottery died out before the Longshan stage in
Henan. The Neolithic Longshan period roughly corresponds to
the legendary Era of Five Virtuous Emperors (五帝 c.30th
century BCE-c.21 century BCE) recorded by Sima Qian at the
beginning of the Shiji, consisting of Yellow Emperor (黃帝),
Emperor Zhuanxu (顓頊), Emperor Ku (帝嚳), Emperor Yao
(堯), and Emperor Shun (舜).
The Neolithic Chinese farmed with stone tools on soft
loess earth, stored their grain (millet) in pottery, hunted with
bows, raised pigs and dogs, used hemp fabrics, and produced silk.
The (non-Altaic) proto-Tibeto-Chinese language of North China
that seems to have dominated the Yangshao complex eventually
came to dominate other branches of the linguistic family all over
mainland China.40
In the well-watered subtropical Yangzi valley, rice was
cultivated as early as 5000 BCE, and dogs and pigs were also
raised, water buffalo becoming important after 3000 BCE. Rice is
a plant of Southeast Asian origin. The Chinese originating from
southern China (including the Miao Man) are genetically similar to
the southern Mongoloid, the speakers of Austric (Austroasiatic)
languages.

The Neolithic Yangshao-Longshan Culture

ancestor of the house of Zhou…made
his home in Bin…his descendants…
lived in the area called Qi, King Wen
built the city of Feng; and King Wu
ruled from Hao. …Later, dukes Wen
and Mu of Qin (765-621 BCE) fixed the
capital of their state at Yong…Kings Wu
and Zhao (310-251 BCE) made their
capital at Xianyang, and it was this site
that the Han took over and used for its
own capital, Chang’an.”
37

Wong (2003: 102-3) notes that

Guanzhong “was one of the most
bitterly contested areas among different
ethnic groups during the Northern
dynasties. After Chang’an fell to the
Xiongnu in 317, other nomadic peoples
began to move into the area... The
Tibetan Di and Qiang…established…
kingdoms of the Former Qin and Later
Qin, both based at Chang’an. ... In 418,
Da Xia kingdom (407-31), founded by a
Xiongnu tribe, sacked Chang’an...”
38

See Chang (1999: 49) for dating.

39

See Keightley (1999: 34) for dating.

40

The Tibetans belong to the northern

THE BRONZE AGE IN MAINLAND CHINA: XIA, SHANG AND ZHOU

Neolithic China eventually bloomed into the Bronze Age
(2200-500 BCE) of Xia (夏 with its capital near Luoyang, c.20701600 BCE), Shang (商 with its capital at Zhengzhou, c.1600-1046
BCE), and Zhou (周 with its early capital at Hao 鎬京; and then
at Luo 洛邑 c.1046-770-256 BCE).
The founder of the Xia dynasty, the earliest dynasty
mentioned by Sima Qian, is said to have been Yu (禹), minister to
and successor of the sage-emperors Yao and Shun. According to
the Shiji, Yu began to undertake a water control project at the
Ji’zhou area and then extended the flood control projects down to
the Yellow River, Huai River, and Yangzi River areas, one after
another. The Xia rulers seem to have relocated the capital more
than eight times. The thirteenth generation ancestor (Xie 契) of

Mongoloid, but came to speak the (nonAltaic) Tibeto-Chinese language.
See Cavalli-Sforza (2000: 146-8).
41

史記 卷二 夏本紀第二 堯求能治

水者…得舜…舜擧…禹…堯崩…禹
行自冀州始…旣載…治…岐 旣脩太
原 至于…烏夷皮服…夾右碣石 入
于海 太康地理志云 碣石山 長城所起..
帝舜崩..禹…卽天子位…國號曰夏后
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Bronze Age of Xia, Shang, and Zhou

The Shiji states that, in the east of the
Ji’zhou area (冀州), the Wu barbarians
(烏夷) inhabited beyond the Jieshi
Mountain (碣石) where -- it was noted
later -- the Long Wall began.

史記 卷三 殷本紀第三 契長而佐禹
治水有功 帝舜…封于商…契卒子…
湯…自契至湯八遷…夏傑爲虐政淫
荒…而諸侯..爲亂…湯乃踐天子位…
帝盤庚之時 殷已都河北 …渡河南
復居成湯之故居 遒五遷 無定處…
乃遂涉河南 治亳…殷道復興
Keightley (1999: 233) notes that, in the
Yin Benji (殷本紀), Sima Qian “starts
with the miraculous conception of Xie
[the pre-dynastic founder who was
enfeoffed at Shang] whose mother
conceived when she swallowed an egg
dropped by a black bird (母…三人行浴

見玄鳥墜其卵…取呑之 因孕生契).”
The “egg conception motif” belongs to
non-Chinese tradition. According to
Mencius (371-289 BCE), Emperor Shun
(舜) was an Eastern Barbarian.

孟子曰 舜生於…東夷之人也… 在東
方夷服之地
42

孟子注疏 離婁章句

Chin (2010: 328) notes that “it was
only after the Han dynasty that the

meaning of the term Han changed from
a political one (in reference to the state

King Tang (湯), the founder of Shang dynasty, is recorded to have
been enfeoffed at Shang by Emperor Shun. Shang, however, came
to be called Yin (殷) after King Pan’geng (盤庚) moved the capital
to Yin c.1300 BCE. When Pan’geng became king, the Shang
capital seems to have “already” located in the north of the Yellow
River, and the king relocated the capital as many as five times in
his reign before finally settling down at the Yin.41
The middle and lower reaches of the Yellow River had
traditionally been called Zhong’yuan (中原 central plain), and the
state occupying this dry but fertile Central Plain, Zhong’guo (中
國). “Zhong’hua” (中華) is officially translated into “China,” but
literally implies the “Hua-Xia (華夏) of Zhong’yuan.” The socalled “Magnificent Xia people” of “Central Plain” were making
bronze from copper, tin and lead; building royal palaces with
tamped earth (using wooden frames) as hard as cement;
performing rites and ceremonies; and fighting with composite
bows, bronze-tipped spears and halberds, and wearing bronze
helmets. Early bronze-age sites are found in Henan province
around the Yellow River. Discovering that tin hardens alloy better
and lead helps toward a flawless casting, the Shang made bronze
ritual vessels that constitute one of the greatest human
achievements in artistic craftsmanship. 42 Distinct from the protoAltaic speech community, there were no stone cists or curb stones
in the Bronze Age Han Chinese tombs.43
Linguists suggest that the contact between the TibetoChinese language of North China and the Austroasiatic language
of South China was made sometime in the Bronze Age between
1000-500 BCE in the area of the old state of Chu (楚), that is, in
modern Hubei and northern Hunan provinces.44 Modern Austric
languages are found in the Indian subcontinent, in Southeast Asia,
and in the southernmost parts of China.

of Han or the Han dynasty) to an ethnic
one.” The use of bronze appears earlier
in West Asia, as does the subsequent
use of iron. According to Guo (1995:
41-43), bronze casting already existed
around 3500 BCE in the Hongshan
area. Guo contends that bronzecasting, pottery-making, and jadecarving were the three major industrial

THE WESTERN ZHOU DYNATY EMERGES IN THE LATE BRONZE AGE

The small Zhou tribe had interacted with nomads on the
north, and then finally settled in the Wei River valley, becoming
vassals of the Shang. Both Shaanxi and Shanxi claim to be the
native place of the Zhou people. As if characterizing a matrilineal
society, Sima Qian writes only about the mother’s side of the
mythical ancestor Hou Ji of King Wen (昌/西伯/文王 r.1099/561050 BCE), the official founder of the Western Zhou dynasty
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(1046-771 BCE). The Zhou tribe became strong enough by the
time of King Wu (發/武王 r.1049/45-1043 BCE), the founder’s
son, to conquer Shang in 1045 BCE. The Zhou rulers established
a feudal system, enfeoffing royal family members to preside over
fifty or more vassal states. 45
Sima Qian writes: “When the power of the Xia dynasty
[c.2070-1600 BCE] declined, …the ancestor of the Zhou
dynasty…went to live among the Western Rong (西戎). … Some
300 years later the Rong and Di tribes (戎狄) attacked [his]
descendant…Danfu. Danfu fled to the foot of Mt. Qi…founding
a new city there. This was the beginning of the Zhou state. A
hundred and some years later Chang [King Wen]…attacked
the…tribe, and ten or twelve years later, his son, King Wu,
overthrew Zhou [紂王 r.1086-1046 BCE], the last ruler of the
Shang dynasty [c.1600-1046 BCE], and founded a new capital at
… He also…drove the Rong north beyond the…rivers. …[At
the time of King You, 幽王 r.781-777 BCE] the Rong seized the
region of…from the Zhou, occupied the area between the Jing
and Wei rivers, and invaded and plundered the central region of
China (侵暴中國). Duke Xiang of Qin [秦襄公 r.777-766 BCE]
came to the rescue of the Zhou court, and…attacked the Rong
and advanced as far as Mt. Qi.”46
King Ping (平王 r.770-720 BCE) moved the capital
from Hao (鎬京) to Luo (洛邑) in 770 BCE, commencing the
Eastern Zhou dynasty (770-256 BCE). During the so-called
Spring-and-Autumn period (722-481 BCE), there were about 170
semi-independent aristocratic family-states. On the battlefield,
only small forces of infantry were deployed, and most of the
fighting was done by chariot-borne noblemen subject to
ceremonial and ritual restrictions.47
Sima Qian continues: “Sixty-five years later [704 BCE]
the Mountain Rong crossed through the state of Yan and attacked
Qi… Forty-four years later [660 BCE] the Mountain Rong
attacked Yan, but Yan reported its distress to Duke Huan of Qi
[齊桓公 r.685-643 BCE], who…attacked the Mountain Rong,
driving them off. Some twenty years later [c.640 BCE] the Rong
and Di tribes rode as far as the capital city of Luo and attacked
King Xiang of the Zhou [襄王 r.651-619 BCE]. … Previously
King Xiang had…married a daughter of the Rong-Di tribes and
made her his queen; then with the aid of the Rong-Di forces, he

Western Zhou Dynasty in Late Bronze Age

accomplishments of the Hongshan
culture. Bronze may have been
introduced into mainland China by the
processes of cultural drift.
Lattimore (ibid: 274) states: “The skilled
men who fabricated the bronze of the
Shang age were artists rather
than artisans. They worked under
patronage [like the Renaissance metal
artificers in Europe under the noble
patronage]—were not dependent on the
sale of their product on the market.”
Horse chariot was used in West Asia
from c.1500 BCE and its concept came
across Central Asia to be used in
Shang (Yin) after c.1200 BCE.
“The Chinese language is
unambiguously documented no earlier
than the time of the late Shang state,
about 1200 BCE. The earliest written
Chinese texts presently known are the
so-called oracle-bone inscriptions from
Anyang, the site of the last Shang
capital. …This marks the beginning of
Chinese history,” says Boltz (1999: 75).
43

See Watson (1971: 47, 50).

44

See Boltz (1999: 81).

45

Fairbank and Goldman (1998: 39)

史記 卷四 周本紀第四 周后稷…其
母有邰氏女…西伯曰文王..自岐下而
徙都豊…發立 是爲武王…周公旦爲
輔 召公畢公之徒左右王…武王朝至
于商郊…紂...死…封商紂子祿父殷之
餘民…封弟周公旦於曲阜曰魯 封召
公奭於燕..成王[1042-1006 BCE]少...
周公...行政七年[1042-1036 BCE]...召
公爲保 周公爲師[1035-1006 BCE]…
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Eastern Zhou and Spring-Autumn Period

成王將崩...乃命召公...康王[1005-978
BCE]…召公周公二相行政 號曰共和
46

Watson (1961: 130)

史記 卷一百十 匈奴列傳 第五十
夏道衰 而…變于西戎…其後三百有
餘歲 戎狄攻大王亶父 亶父亡走岐
下…而邑焉 作周 其後百有餘歲 周
西伯昌伐畎夷氏 後十有餘年 武王
伐紂而營雒邑…放逐戎夷涇洛之北…
周幽王…與犬戎共攻殺…遂取周之…
而居于涇渭之閒 侵暴中國 秦襄公
救周…伐戎至岐
47

See Graff (2002: 21).

48

Watson (1961: 131)

史記 卷一百十 匈奴列傳 第五十
是後六十有五年 而山戎越燕而伐齊
…其後四十四年

而山戎伐燕 燕告

急于齊 齊桓公北伐山戎 山戎走 其
後二十有餘年 而戎狄至洛邑 伐周
襄王…初周襄王欲伐鄭 故取戎狄女
爲后 與戎狄兵共伐鄭 已而黜狄后
狄后怨…爲內應

開戎狄…於是戎狄

或居于陸渾 東至於衛 侵盜暴虐中
國…晉文公初立 欲修覇業 乃興師
伐逐戎翟…迎內周襄王 居于雒邑
Watson (1961) uses the catchall term
“barbarians,” but I have specified the
tribes as recorded in the Shiji. Di
Cosmo (1999) states that the efforts to
identify the Rong, Di and Qiang
tribespeople “that figure prominently in
pre-Han written records with pastoral
nomadic cultures have so far failed to
yield firm results (ibid: 887)…The most
constant enemy of the Shang was…the
Qiang (羌). Because of the presence of

had made attack on Zheng. Having accomplished his purpose,
however, he cast aside his Di queen, much to her resentment.
…the Di queen agreed to cooperate with the Rong-Di attackers
from within the capital … After this the Rong-Di occupied the
area of…, roaming as far east as the state of Wey (衛), ravaging
and plundering the lands of central China (中國) with fearful
cruelty. … Duke Wen of Jin [晉文公 r.636-628 BCE]…wanted to
make a name for himself as dictator and protector of the royal
house (覇業), and therefore he raised an army…and drove out the
Rong…restoring King Xiang to his throne in Luo. At this time
Qin and Jin were the most powerful states in China. … Duke Dao
of Jin (晉悼公 r.572-558 BCE) sent Wei Jiang to make peace with
the Rong-Di (戎翟)… Viscount Xiang of the Zhao family of Jin
(晉 趙襄子 r.475-425)…defeated the barbarians, and annexed the
region of Dai (ibid: 130-2).”48
IRON AGE COMMENCES c.500 BCE IN LATE EASTERN ZHOU PERIOD

The Iron Age in mainland China began sometime
around 500 BCE. During the Warring States period (403-221
BCE), iron tools and knives were cast in molds. The advent of
iron hoes and iron spade-edges implied greater agricultural
production. There followed the manufacture of long iron swords,
very different from the dagger and short sword of the Scythic
horseman. “Mass production and distribution of iron articles
virtually guaranteed the transformation of the agricultural,
economic, and military spheres in the Late Zhou states,” Barnes
(1993: 152) asserts.
According to Barnes (1993: 150), both the low and high
carbon iron was present from 500 BCE onwards in mainland
China, and medium-carbon (0.1%≤C≤2%) steel was common
after 300 BCE. In China, the high-carbon brittle iron was derived
from the mixing of much powdered charcoal with powdered iron
ore in a high-temperature blast furnace. The carbon content of
white cast iron, “the typical product of Chinese blast furnaces,”
Barnes (2007a: 66) observes, could be lowered through heating
and “evaporating off ” the carbon atoms as carbon dioxide.
Decarburized iron is malleable, and can be shaped into artifacts by
mold-casting.
There is no archeological evidence to clarify the primary
iron production technology for the period before state monopoly
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Iron Produced by Blast Furnace in China

(of both production and sale) took hold. After 117 BCE,
however, we are sure that, in the words of Wagner (2001: 64-6),
“cast iron was produced in blast furnaces … Ore, fuel, and a flux
(normally limestone) are charged periodically into the top of the
shaft, an air blast is blown continuously into tuyères near the
bottom, and iron and slag are periodically tapped out at the
bottom.” 50 The high-carbon (= cast) iron from the blast furnace
was converted to low-carbon (= wrought) iron by the fining
process, and also by using the method of “solid-state
decarburization of cast-iron plates and rods (ibid: 80).” The large
number of cast-iron molds excavated suggests that the iron
artifacts “were made by the same piece-mold method which had
been used since the [Bronze Age] Shang period and would
continue in use into modern times (ibid: 76).” [See Addendum 5.]

elements for ‘sheep’ and ‘man’ in the
graph qiang, they are described in later
sources as ‘shepherds’ (ibid: 908).”
Fairbank and Goldman (1992: 61)
regard the Qiang as proto-Tibetans.
49

Sima Qian further writes: “The

forbears of the Qin were descendants
of Emperor Zhuan Xu (顓頊). …Dafei
joined the sage ruler Yu in pacifying the
waters and the land (平水土 ibid: 1).
The heirs of Zhongyan won merits
generation after generation by assisting
the state of Shang … lived among the
Western Rong people (西戎) and

UNIFICATION OF MAINLAND CHINA IN IRON AGE

guarded the western border (ibid: 2).

Qin Shihuang’di (政王/秦始皇 r.246-221-210) armed the
conscript peasant-soldiers with long iron spears (長戟) and
crossbows (彊弩), and succeeded in conquering the other six
kingdoms in the short period between 230-221 BCE, unifying the
entire mainland China.
Sima Qian summarizes the rise and fall of Qin as follows
[translated by Watson (1993)]: “Qin’s ancestor Boyi won
distinction in the time of emperors Yao and Shun and was
presented with territory … [W]hen the power of the Zhou
dynasty waned, the Qin rose to prominence, building its capital in
the western borderland. From the time of Duke Mu (穆公 r.659621 BCE) on, it gradually ate away at the domains of the other
feudal rulers until the process was finally completely by the First
emperor (ibid: 74).
Duke Xiao (孝公 r.361-338 BCE)…was aided by Lord
Shang (Yang 商鞅 390-338 BCE), who at home set up laws for
him, encouraged agriculture and weaving, and built up the
instruments of war, and abroad contracted military alliances and
attacked the other feudal lords (ibid: 78).
[Shang] Yang, quitting Wey and journeying to Qin [in
361 BCE], was able to expound his techniques of government.
…Duke Xiao…gave the order to carry out changes in the laws.
The people were to be grouped in units of five and ten
households, exercising mutual surveillance and mutually

King Xiao (r.872-866 BCE) of the Zhou
dynasty …ordered Feizi to pasture the
royal horses in the area between the
Qian and Wei rivers (ibid: 3). … In order
to avoid the harassment from the Dog
Rong, the Zhou dynasty moved its
capital to the city of Luoyang (in 770
BCE). King Ping (平王 r.770-720 BCE)
enfeoffed Duke Xiang (襄公 r.777-766
BCE) as one of the feudal lords,
bestowing on him the land from Mt. Qi
(岐) on west. … Qin has succeeded in
attacking and driving out the Rong (ibid:
5). … Chu and Wei adjoined Qin’s
borders. … Qin was situated far out on
the border…and did not participate in
the alliances of the feudal lords of the
central states, being treated instead like
a barbarian people …while in the west
Duke Mu (in the words of Duke Xiao
r.361-338 BCE) became overlord of the
Rong and Di people (ibid: 23). [In 359
BCE, Shang Yang urged Duke Xiao] to
change the laws, imposing penalties,
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encourage agricultural pursuits…to
reward those who would fight and die in
battle. [In 355 BCE] the Qin ruler
moved his capital to Xianyang (咸陽
ibid: 24).” The Zhou ruler acknowledged
his submission (來自歸) in 256 BCE.

史記 卷五 秦本紀第五 秦之先…與
禹平水土…去夏歸商…以佐殷國…
在西戎…周孝王…召使主馬于汧渭
之閒…平王[770-720 BCE]封襄公[777
-766 BCE]爲諸侯 賜之岐以西之地…

秦能攻逐戎…孝公元年…秦僻在雍
州…夷翟遇之…繆公…西覇戎翟…
衛鞅說孝公變法修刑…戰死之賞罰
史記 卷六十八 商君列傳第八 商君
者 衛之諸庶孼公子也 名鞅…聞秦
孝公下令國中求賢者..入秦[361 BCE]
…以衛鞅…卒定變法之令…令民爲
什伍 而相牧司連坐…民有二男以上
不分異者 倍其賦 有軍功者 各以率
受上爵…僇力本業 耕織致粟帛多者
復其身 事末利及怠而貧者 擧以爲
收孥 宗室非有軍功論 不得爲屬籍
…有功者顯榮 無功者雖富無所芬華
...太子犯法…刑其傅…行之十年…
山無盜賊 家給人足 民勇於公戰…
民莫敢議令…作…宮庭於咸陽…而
集小鄕邑聚爲縣 置令 丞 凡三十一
縣 爲田開阡陌封疆 而賦稅平 平斗
桶 權衡丈尺…魏惠王…割河西之地
獻於秦以和…封之於商…號爲商君
The Shiji records: “Old and young were
to exert all their strength in..occupations
of farming and weaving … At that time
the heir apparent violated the law. …
So his tutor…was punished … After
that none of the people ventured to
make any comment whatsoever on the
laws. Yang…led troops to surround the
Wei city of Anyi and forced it to
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responsible before the law. … If a family…had more than two
sons but failed to establish a separate household, its taxes were to
be doubled. Those who had won military merit were to receive
ranks in the nobility proportionate to their achievement. … Those
producing large amounts of grain and cloth were to be excused
from corvée labor, while those who engaged in secondary
occupations for profit, or who became poor out of laziness, were
to be rounded up and made government slaves. Even members of
the ruling family, if they had achieved no military merit, were not
to be listed in the rosters of the nobility. … Those who had won
merit were to enjoy affluence and social position, but those who
had won no merit, even if they were rich, were to be permitted no
show of wealth. … By the time the laws had been in effect for ten
years … the mountains were free of robbers and bandits, and
each family had enough of what it needed. The people were brave
in public warfare. … The smaller cities, towns and hamlets were
grouped together to form districts, with a magistrate and his
assistant appointed to head each one. There were thirty-one
districts in all. The ridges that marked the boundaries of the fields
under cultivation were opened up (田開阡陌). Taxes were made
equitable and weights and measures standardized. … Qin
enfeoffed him [Yang] with fifteen towns in Shang…awarding him
the title of Lord Shang (ibid: 89-95).
The First Emperor …sent Meng Tian north to build the
Great Wall and defend the borders, driving back the Xiongnu over
700 li … and burned the books of the hundred schools of
philosophy (焚百家之言) … and did not realize that the power to
attack, and the power to retain what one has thereby won, are not
the same (攻守之勢異)---making the laws and penalties much
harsher (酷刑法)--- … that seizing, and guarding what you have
seized, do not depend upon the same technique (取與守不同術)
… [and] that the means employed to seize an empire differ from
those needed to guard it (ibid: 79-81).
The Second Emperor (r.209-207 BCE)…multiplied the
laws and made punishments even sterner (繁刑嚴誅) … His
rewards and penalties were unjust, his taxes and levies knew no
bounds (賦斂無度). … From lords and high ministers on down to
the mass of commoners, all feared for their safety (人懷自危之心)
… As a result, though Chen She (陳涉) had none of the worth of
a King Tang or King Wu, though he possessed no noble title…he
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had only to raise his arm in defiance in Daze and the whole world
responded to his call, because the people felt threatened. The
former kings… understood the secret of survival or downfall.
Therefore their way of shepherding the people (牧民之道務在安)
was simply to assure them of security (ibid: 83).” 49
Liu Bang (r.206-195 BCE), the head of a Ting in Pei
County, had neither learned (Confucian) literature nor cared to
engage himself in farming, but able to grasp public sentiment,
founded the first “plebeian” dynasty. 50 The newly born empire of
Former Han could be consolidated by one viciously intelligent
empress dowager, Lü Zhi (呂雉 r.195-180), two virtuous
emperors, Wendi (r.180-157 BCE) and Jingdi (r.156-141 BCE),
and one martial emperor, Wudi (140-87 BCE), to last until 8 CE.

Tripolar Interactions Began in 244-36 BCE

surrender. Three years later he carried
out construction of the…palaces and
gardens in Xianyang, and…Qin moved
its capital there from Yong. …King Hui
of Wei…dispatched an envoy offering to
present the state of Qin with the land
west of the Yellow River in exchange for
peace (ibid: 89-95).”
50

資治通鑑 卷七 秦紀二 二世皇帝

元年 九月 沛人劉邦 ... 不事家人生
産作業 初爲泗上亭長 … 卷十二
漢紀四 高皇帝 十二年 五月 初高
祖不脩文學…初順民心 作三章之約
Liu Bang (劉邦), Xiang Yu (項羽) and

5. Tripolar Interactions Prior to the Era of Conquest Dynasties

others rebelled against the Qin in 209
BCE and completed its overthrow in

The Shiji records that the king of Zhao raised an army,
sometime during 244-236 BCE---shortly before the unification of
China by Shihuangdi---consisting of 1300 chariots, 13,000 cavalry,
and 50,000 infantry, and killed about 100,000 Xiongnu horsemen,
and further destroyed the Eastern Hu, securing peace for about
ten years. This is the first active tripolar interaction, recorded by
the Shiji, involving the Han Chinese, the Xiongnu-Turks, and the
Donghu of the western Manchurian steppe.
According to the Shiji, Touman, the Shanyu of the
Xiongnu, was unable to hold the Ordos steppe against the Qin
forces, and had to withdraw to the far north in 215 BCE. After
Meng Tian died in 209 BCE and when the feudal lords revolted
against the Qin, the Xiongnu once again infiltrated south of the
bend of the Yellow River, establishing themselves along the old
border of China. At about the time Maodun (r.209-174 BCE),
Touman’s oldest son, first became Shanyu, the power of Donghu
in the western Manchurian steppe had reached its zenith,
frequently invading the lands of the Xiongnu. The situation was,
however, reversed in 210 BCE. In a surprise attack, Maodun
inflicted a crushing defeat, killing the ruler of Donghu. The few
who survived the defeat withdrew into remote territories and split
into two groups, the Xianbei and the Wuhuan. The subjugated
Donghu were obliged to pay annual tribute of cattle, horses, and

206 BCE. Liu Bang became King of
Han, contested for supremacy against
Xiang Yu, and defeated him in 202
BCE. The Former Han dynasty had
twelve emperors between 202 BCE and
6 CE. Wang Mang (王莽) was regency
for the last heir-presumptive from 6-9
CE, and then created the Xin dynasty
(新 9-23 CE). The King of Huai-yang,
Liu Xuan (淮陽王 劉玄), reigned as
the Geng-shi Emperor (更始) from 2325 CE. Liu Xiu, Guangwu’di (劉秀 光

武帝), commenced the Later Han
dynasty (後漢 25-220 CE) in 25 CE.

2.20. Xia, Shang (Yin) and Zhou

Tripolar Interactions Prior to Conquest Dynasties

2.21. Yangshao painted pots

2.22. Longshan burnished black pottery

2.23. Shang bronze helmet (c.12001050 BCE) from Dayangzhou, Xin’gan
Jiangxi Provincial Museum, Nanchang
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sheep to the Xiongnu. This is the second tripolar interaction.
In 200 BCE, Han Gaozu (r.206-195 BCE) made an
attack on the Xiongnu. Maodun’s forces were able to encircle
Gaozu at Pingcheng but let Gaozu escape from the trap with a
quid pro quo in mind. Han Gaozu established heqin (peace and
kinship) relations with the Xiongnu in 198 BCE, offering imperial
princesses in marriage to the shanyu, lavish gifts of luxury items,
huge subsidies, and subsidized trade at frontier markets. This is
the third interaction, albeit bipolar, involving only the Chinese and
the Xiongnu-Turks.
After the fall of Yan in 222 BCE, Old Chosun had
grown in strength and territory, occupying southern Manchuria
and the northern Korean Peninsula. Being seriously concerned
about a possible alliance with the Xiongnu, Han Wudi (r.140-87
BCE) launched an attack on Chosun in autumn of 109 BCE,
purportedly to “cut off the left arm of the Xiongnu,” as the
Hanshu puts it. The King of Chosun was killed in the following
summer, and Wudi established four commanderies. The year 108
BCE stands as the historical date of the Han Chinese incursion,
for the first time in East Asian history, into the lower basin of the
modern-day Liao River and the northwestern coast of the Korean
Peninsula. Wudi could make a series of successful attacks on the
Xiongnu themselves, but soon became so defensive as to
renounce officially in 89 BCE any further campaigns against the
Xiongnu. This is the fourth interaction involving the Han
Chinese, the Xiongnu-Turks, and the Yemaek Chosun of central
Manchuria and the northern Korean Peninsula.
A civil war broke out among the Xiongnu in 48 CE that
divided the Xiongnu empire into two parts. The Donghu-Xianbei
of the Liaoxi steppe in no time threw off Xiongnu control.
During 89-93, a combined force of Xianbei, southern Xiongnu,
and Later Han troops routed the northern Xiongnu in the
Orkhon region. The Xianbei of western Manchuria took over “all
the lands previously held by the northern Xiongnu,” and emerged
as dominant extortioners. A large number of the northern
Xiongnu, numbering 100,000 tents, declared themselves “the
Xianbei.” The power of the Xianbei reached its peak in the middle
of the second century when all the Xianbei tribes were united in a
federation under the vigorous leadership of Tan Shihuai (r.15680). This is the fifth tripolar interaction.
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Murong-Xianbei Found First Conquest Dynasty

When Cao Cao’s Wei (220-65) launched an attack in 238
on Gongsun Yuan, the independent ruler of the Liaodong area, it
drew active support from not only the Koguryeo king but also the
Murong-Xianbei who had settled in the Liaoxi area at about this
time. Murong Huang (333-49) proclaimed himself King of Yan in
337; destroyed the Koguryeo capital in 342; and mounted an
attack against the Puyeo with 17,000 horsemen in 346, capturing
the Puyeo king and over 50,000 of his subjects. The MurongXianbei could not leave standing the threat to their rear posed by
the Yemaek people in central Manchuria before proceeding with
their campaign against mainland China. Apparently, Huang
effectively managed to neutralize Koguryeo in 342, clearing the
stage for his son to conquer North China. There were no further
armed conflicts between the Koguryeo and the Murong-Xianbei
until the downfall of Former Yan in 370. When the Xiongnu
Zhao (Former, 304-29; Later, 319-52) state collapsed from the
Han Chinese rebellion, Murong Jun (r.349-60) occupied North
China and declared himself emperor in 352. This is the sixth
interaction involving the Han Chinese in mainland China, the
Murong-Xianbei of Western Manchuria, and the Yemaek PuyeoKoguryeo of central Manchuria that produced a rather ephemeral
proto-conquest dynasty in North China in 352 in the name of
Former Yan (337-70). The Mohe-Nüzhen Tungus of Eastern
Manchuria would still remain in the backstage for a long while.
In the dynastic chronicles, the Tripolar Interactions among
the Mongolian steppe, Manchuria, and mainland China began in
244-236 BCE, and the Era of Conquest Dynasties began in 352 CE,
lasting until 1911.

2.24. Shang oracle-bone inscriptions
(甲骨文/殷墟文字) from Anyang

2.25. Tripolar East Asia:
Manchuria. Mongolian Steppe, and
Mainland China below the Great Wall
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